USAGE TABLE
Clip and Wedge usage and locations vary by tile size; below
are recommended quantities per square foot of installation.

PROFESSIONAL
INSTALLATION SYSTEM
FOR TILE & STONE

2 pcs on each side X
2 pcs on each side X + 2 pcs on each side Y
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Approximate pieces per sq. ft.

PIECES ARE SPACED WITHIN 12”–16” OF EACH OTHER OR AT NEARBY JOINTS
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Example 1: 12x24 tile installation requires approximately
2 spacer clips & leveling wedges per sq. ft.
Example 2: 24x24 tile installation requires approximately
1 spacer clip & leveling wedge per sq. ft.

DISTRIBUTED BY

simplify floor & wall tile installation
eliminate lippage
create consistent spacing

Today’s tile trends include
many large sizes and long
planks, most having square or
rectified edges. These products
present challenges to achieve
the desired small grout line
spacing and overcome high
and low tile issues, to achieve
a flat finished floor or wall
installation.
Flat Lines offer a solution to
these challenges, providing a
line of products that work on
floors or walls. They work on
any ceramic, porcelain or stone
tile from 1/4” to 3/4” thick and
offer both 1/16” and 1/8” joint
spacing options.
The products are simple to
use and working with them
becomes easy in a short period
of time. They simplify and
speed up difficult to manage
large format tile installations,
ending costly repairs due to
lippage issues.
The Spacer Clips create the
desired grout joint spacing
and the Flattening Wedges
secure and eliminate “Lippage”,
achieving a smooth tile-totile connection. The system
holds installed tiles in place,
eliminating any slumping or
potential movement while
setting materials dry.

SIMPLE, EASY STEPS

1
1. Insert Spacer Clip under tile
to achieve consistent grout joint
spacing. Spacer Clip locations vary
by tile size, see recommended use
chart on back.

2
2. Place the next tile on top of and
against the clips of the previously
installed tile.

3
3. Insert the reusable Flattening
Wedges into the Clips to secure,
align and flatten adjoining tiles.

4
4. Once setting materials cure,
kick the Clip and Wedge along the
direction of the grout joints to break
them off below the tile surface.
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PLIER TOOL REDUCES HAND FATIGUE,
SPEEDS UP SECURING OF WEDGES,
OPTIMIZING PRESSURE ON TILES JUST
SHORT OF THE CLIP BREAKING POINT.
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UNIVERSAL REUSEABLE FLATTENING WEDGE
1/16" JOINT SIZE FOR THIN TILES (¼"-½") CLIP
1/8" JOINT SIZE FOR THIN TILES (¼"-½") CLIP
1/8" JOINT SIZE FOR THICK TILES (½"-¾") CLIP

Veja-o em ação agora: http://youtu.be/_9r6_D7OP3o

